GRADUATE CHANGE OF PROGRAM REQUEST

Submit form to Student Services Building or mailstop ROC 13

You must consult with your advisor before completing this form. Some departments/programs have an online application requirement in order to switch programs. There is no guarantee you will be accepted into the new program you wish to enter.

Name ___________________________ UTD-ID ______________

Last First MI

My current degree program is ____________________________

(School) (Degree) (Major)

CHOOSE ONE:

☐ Close my current program (above) and begin the program below:

☐ Leave the PhD program open (above) and add the master’s program below:

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

___A&H, MA, ATEC
___A&H, MFA, ATEC
___A&H, MA, EMAC
___A&H, MA, HIST
___A&H, MA, HUMA
___A&H, MA, HUAS
___A&H, MA, HUHI
___A&H, MA, HUSL
___A&H, MA, LATS

BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES

___BBS, MS, ACN
___BBS, MS, COMD
___BBS, MS, HDEC
___BBS, MS, PSYS

ECONOMIC, POLITICAL and POLICY SCIENCES

___EPS, MS, ASOC
___EPS, MS, CRIM
___EPS, MS, ECON
___EPS, MS, GESIS
___EPS, MS, IPEC
___EPS, MS, JAL
___EPS, MA, PSCI
___EPS, MA, PSCL
___EPS, MA, PSLS
___EPS, MPA, MPA

ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

___ECS, MS, BMEN
___ECS, MS, CE
___ECS, MSCS, CS
___ECS, MSEE, EE
___ECS, MS, MSEN
___ECS, MS, MECH
___ECS, MS, SE
___ECS, MS, SYSM
___ECS, MSTE, TE

MANAGEMENT

___MGMT, MS, ACCT
___MGMT, MS, FIN
___MGMT, MS, HCMG
___MGMT, MS, MITM
___MGMT, MS, INEN
___MGMT, MS, IMS
___MGMT, MS, MAS
___MGMT, MS, MRKT
___MGMT, MS, SCMT
___MGMT, MS, SYSM
___MGMT, MBA, MBA

MGT – EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

___ESM, MBA, MBA
___ESM, MBA, MBANF
___ESM, MBA, HCMT
___ESM, MS, HCMGNF
___ESM, MS, MASNF
___ESM, MS, MSPMNF
___ESM, MS, SCMN
___ESM, MS SYSMN

NATURAL SCIENCE and MATHEMATICS

___NSM, MS, BCBM
___NSM, MS, BCM
___NSM, MS, BIOT
___NSM, MS, CHEM
___NSM, MS, GEOS
___NSM, MS, MATH
___NSM, MAT, MED
___NSM, MAT, SCE
___NSM, MS, PHYS

____________________________________________________

Student’s Signature ____________________________ Date ____________________________

Advisor’s Signature (Will not be processed without department consent.) ____________________________ Date ____________________________

Office of the Registrar Stamp

ATTENTION INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: 

What is your current immigration status? __________ Has this status changed since you last applied to UTD? __________ (If yes, please provide updated copies of your immigration documents to the International Student Services Office.)

If you currently hold an F-1 or J-1 status, you must receive an I20 or IAP66 for your new major within 15 days of the beginning of your new term. You must bring a bank statement and financial affidavit to the International Student Services Office within 15 days in order to maintain your immigration status.

I have read and understand the information stated on this form.

____________________________________________________

(Student Signature) ____________________________ (Date) ____________________________ (ISSO Signature) ____________________________ (Date) ____________________________

Revised March 2013